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X-ray cluster measurements interpreted with a universal baryon/gas mass fraction can theoreti-
cally serve as a cosmological distance probe. We examine issues of cosmological sensitivity for cur-
rent (e.g. Chandra X-ray Observatory) and next generation (e.g. Con-X) observations, along with
systematic uncertainties and biases. Astrophysical uncertainties degrade the cosmological leverage
and even in the absence of systematics the non-Gaussianity of the translation from observations to
distance measures can distort the cosmological conclusions. Accounting for systematic effects, even
with 1000 well measured clusters out to z = 1.7 the determination of dark energy parameters is
modest.
I. INTRODUCTION
An increasing number of cosmological methods have
been suggested to explore the cosmological model and
the accelerating universe. This diversity offers hope in
understanding the nature of our universe, if the probes
are robust and clear in interpretation. Analysis of the
astrophysical systematics inherent in a technique and its
observations is required before the true utility of probe
can be known. Here we examine the X-ray cluster dis-
tance method, sometimes called the baryon or gas mass
fraction method, that assumes a universal baryon/gas
mass fraction.
X-ray cluster observations of fewer than 50 clusters by
Chandra [1] have already been claimed to yield cosmo-
logical constraints [2, 3, 4]. We investigate these con-
straints, their degeneracies and complementarity with
other probes, and the prospects from future observations
of more and deeper clusters, for example from Con-X
[5]. Note that in the classification scheme of cosmo-
logical probes [6] – geometric methods, geometry+mass
methods, and geometry+mass+gas methods, in order of
increasing understanding required as input – the X-ray
cluster baryon technique falls into the most complex cat-
egory, requiring the most simplifying assumptions.
We briefly outline the method in §II, noting the as-
sumptions and areas for systematic uncertainties. In §III
we examine the cosmological sensitivity of the technique
as applied at various levels of precision and source depth.
Biases in the cosmological results arising from possible
systematics are calculated in §IV.
II. X-RAY CLUSTER GAS AS DISTANCE
INDICATOR
The gas mass fraction of a galaxy cluster is traced
through X-ray flux measurements. This is not precisely
a baryon fraction measurement since baryons are present
in cluster galaxies as well as the intracluster gas. Indeed
it is important to understand exactly what is measured
and what quantities are derived from the measurements
plus assumptions. We follow the approach of [7] in our
brief review below, but with an emphasis on observables
and assumptions. Also see [2, 8].
The measured X-ray flux FX is related to the intrinsic
cluster X-ray luminosity LX and the cosmological lumi-





We want to use the cluster as a cosmological distance
probe, so we need to understand the astrophysical and
cosmological dependence of the cluster luminosity. This
adds the “mass+gas” requirements for understanding to
the geometric distance in the cosmology probe classifi-
cation scheme mentioned in the Introduction. This is
in contrast to the use of Type Ia supernovae, where the
luminosity is cosmology independent to high precision.
The X-ray luminosity (taking into account the main
dependencies) is
LX ∼ n2eT 1/2d3a, (2)
where ne is the free electron density, T is the gas temper-
ature, and da = dl/(1 + z)
2 is the angular diameter dis-
tance to redshift z. We note several issues. The electron
density enters squared, which makes cluster core detec-
tion easier but introduces sensitivity to substructure or
clumpiness 〈n2e〉/〈ne〉2. The gas is assumed to be at an
equilibrium temperature. High resolution and spectral
observations can test both of these to some extent. The
distance enters through the volume the gas is occupying,
given an observed angular size, which uses an assumption
of spherical symmetry to deproject the two dimensional
X-ray measurements to the three dimensional gas distri-
bution. The distribution may be spatially complex, with
filaments and voids, but again this can be checked to
some extent through observations. If the cluster gas is
relaxed to a smooth, ellipsoidal shape, one might think
the average over orientations of many clusters would still
give the correct luminosity. However, there is a bias in
that distributions prolate along the line of sight have a
higher projected flux and hence are more easily detected;
this amplification is proportional to the quadrupole mo-
ment of the distribution. If the cluster flux is near the de-
tection threshold then the quadrupole distribution does
not average to 〈Q〉 = 0 but is offset due to selection bias.
2The electron density at some radius R is proportional
to the gas mass within a shell at that radius, dMg ∼
neR
2dR. To relate the radius to an astrophysical prop-









where µmH is the average mass per baryon. Under the
further assumption that the right hand side is cosmol-
ogy independent, i.e. depending only on the local cluster
properties, we find that Mtot ∼ R ∼ da. It is not clear
that either of these assumptions is guaranteed. For ex-
ample, if we choose R to be at a fixed multiple of either
the critical or background density at the cluster redshift,
e.g. 2500 times (r2500), then the mass depends on the cos-
mology and matter density. This is the standard prob-
lem with defining the mass of a cluster, since that is not
necessarily a unique quantity. Furthermore, even if the
cluster profile is universal, the concentration (related to
the overdensity relative to the scale radius) depends on
cosmology [9], affecting the right hand side of Eq. (3).
As well, the temperature must be measured at the same
radius as used for the cosmology, and is probably the
greatest source of observational uncertainty.
Carrying forward regardless, we obtain from translat-












This is the key equation for translating X-ray observ-
ables into cosmological constraints. The second expres-
sion converts from gas quantities to baryon quantities,
with Mg = Mb (Ωm/Ωb), where Ωb is the baryon den-
sity in units of the critical density, and Ωm is the matter
density in units of the critical density. A major assump-
tion in the use of Eq. (4) is that the gas mass fraction
Mg/Mtot measured for any cluster is equal to a universal
ratio fgas. In addition, one assumes that the baryon to
matter ratio of the cluster is the universal Ωb/Ωm.
Frequently, one finds the X-ray cluster distance
method phrased in terms of fgas. If all the cosmology
dependence has been properly fit out in Eq. (4) then a
deviation from the true cosmology will cause an assumed
universal fgas to apparently vary with redshift:
fgas ∼ d3/2a Ωb/Ωm. (5)
By enforcing fgas constant, one can seek for a cosmol-
ogy that cancels the variation. Note, however, that
Gaussian measurement errors, i.e. in the observable FX ,
will not be Gaussian in fgas or da. Put most simply,
〈da〉 ∼ 〈F−1/3X 〉 6= 〈FX〉−1/3.
The analysis must be self-consistent in its observable
quantity and error propagation. For Gaussian errors in
the observable flux, an analysis in terms of fgas or da
improperly using Gaussian errors on those quantities will
bias the cosmology derived, as emphasized generally by
[10]. The non-Gaussian translation to fgas or da turns
the true cosmology into an apparently different model;
e.g. for a flux dispersion σF /F = 0.02z within a redshift
bin even without any systematics a cosmological constant
model looks like evolving dark energy with wa ≈ −0.5.
Therefore, we analyze the observable, FX , as the
central quantity, taking it to depend on cosmology as
FX ∼ d−3a Ω−2m . This assumes that the baryon density is
fixed, an optimistic assumption since cosmic microwave
background measurements determine the quantity Ωbh
2
rather than Ωb, where h is the reduced Hubble constant.
In §IV we return to Ωb and other neglected “constants”
of proportionality.
III. COSMOLOGICAL SENSITIVITY
To investigate the cosmological leverage of the X-ray
cluster gas mass method, we consider X-ray cluster mea-
surements at various redshifts and calculate the Fisher
sensitivity ∂FX/∂p and joint likelihood contours for the
parameter set {Ωm, w0, wa}, with a fiducial flat ΛCDM ,
Ωm = 0.28 model. The dark energy equation of state is
given by w(z) = w0 + wa(1− a).
Figure 1 shows the run of unmarginalized cosmological
parameter sensitivity with redshift. Clearly the matter
density Ωm is the best determined parameter, and fur-
thermore its Fisher sensitivity has substantial redshift
dependence, so cluster measurements over a wide red-
shift range will likely improve constraints on Ωm. Sen-
sitivity to dark energy parameters is much reduced, in
particular to the time variation wa. At z > 1, the sen-
sitivities to w0 and wa are almost parallel so we expect
a strong degeneracy between them: high redshift clus-
ters are not expected to be useful in constraining dark
energy (as well as being difficult to make precision ob-
servations on). These are general characteristics of the
method apart from statistical and systematic issues.
To take into account the degeneracies between cosmo-
logical parameters, we employ a Fisher analysis involving
10% determinations of FX in each bin of 0.1 in redshift
from z = 0.1 to z = 0.9 or z = 1.7. Such precision cor-
responds to better than 3.3% measurements of distance;
we leave until §IV the issue of what is the contribution
of statistics vs. systematics to this number. Recent work
indicates this may not be overly pessimistic [11, 12, 13].
We emphasize that these uncertainties are not the pho-
tometric errors on the flux measurements; they represent
the amalgamated uncertainties on the quantities entering
the cosmological quantity as defined by Eq. (4).
First, we look at the constraints on matter density
and cosmological constant in a possibly nonflat universe.
The contours in Fig. 2 (holding w = −1 fixed) are
strongly aligned to give tight constraints on Ωm, with
much weaker bounds on ΩΛ. Indeed, Ωm is 10-15 times
better determined than ΩΛ. Note we have also held the
amplitude of the flux fixed (including Ωb, the depletion
3FIG. 1: The sensitivity of the X-ray cluster observable FX ∼
d−3a Ω
−2
m to the cosmological parameters p = {Ωm, w0, wa}
are encoded in the derivatives plotted here. The larger the
absolute magnitude of the derivative at a particular redshift,
the more constraining the observations there.
bias, the baryon-gas offset, and the intrinsic luminosity,
to be discussed in §IV), making this overidealized.
Investigating X-ray cluster gas mass as a probe of dark
energy cosmology, where the equation of state is fit by w0
and wa but restricting to a flat universe, we find that the
technique is less promising. If we restrict to a (physically
unjustified) constant equation of state, then the X-ray
data in the ideal case is oriented in basically the same
direction as the CMB or weak lensing probes, with good
orthogonality with supernova distance data. Allowing
for the possibility of time variation, however, the degen-
eracy we saw in Fig. 1 means that the X-ray technique is
poor at uncovering the nature of dark energy. For cluster
data extending out to z = 1.7, even in the idealized case
the constraints on dark energy are still σ(w0) >∼ 0.5 and
σ(wa) >∼ 2. For z ≤ 0.9, the bounds are still weaker, by
a factor two. Figure 3 presents the idealized contours for
X-ray clusters, in comparison to supernova distances.
X-ray cluster gas mass measurements add little com-
plementarity to more established probes of dark energy.
X-ray data to z = 1.7 (XR) plus Planck CMB data on
the distance to the last scattering surface still do not
constrain w0 to better than 0.4 or wa to better than 1.
Adding XR to a baseline of supernovae (SN) to z = 1.7
plus CMB plus weak lensing shear power spectrum (WL)
of a 1000 deg2 space survey, tightens the area of the w0-
wa contour by only 2%. Substituting XR instead of SN
blows up the area, weakening the constraints, by a factor
FIG. 2: X-ray data constraints in the matter density vs. cos-
mological constant energy density plane act primarily to de-
termine the matter density. The 1σ joint confidence contours
show the results from simulated X-ray cluster measurements
out to z = 0.9 (e.g. current Chandra observations) or z = 1.7
(e.g. next generation Con-X observations), with 10% deter-
minations of FX in each redshift bin of width 0.1 (under the
idealized case of no systematic biases and fixed amplitude).
The bottom panel zooms in on a region of the top panel.
3. Furthermore, such a combination would possess no
purely geometric probe of cosmology.
4FIG. 3: X-ray data constraints, simulated as in Fig. 2 (i.e.
with idealized assumptions), provide only weak limits on the
dark energy equation of state properties, even in an assumed
flat universe. Even Con-X measurements (z = 1.7 contour) do
not reveal dark energy properties at an interesting level. For
comparison, the constraints expected from SNAP supernova
distance measurements out to z = 1.7, with systematics, are
shown.
IV. SYSTEMATICS AND BIASES
The analysis until now of X-ray data has been idealized
by ignoring the possible systematic effects discussed in
the derivation of the FX or fgas formula in §II, as well
as additional factors from the amplitude coefficient in
Eq. (4). (In contrast, the SN and WL probes used above
do include systematics.) We now examine the influence of
some systematic uncertainties on cosmological parameter
estimation.
The proportionality factor for Eq. (4) contains the
product of several astrophysical quantities. In partic-
ular, the gas mass fraction requires a correction by an
additional factor [8]
fgas ∼ [b/(1 + 0.19
√
h)] f idealgas , (6)
representing the depletion bias b of baryons leaking out
of clusters during formation and relaxation [14], and the
correction for cluster baryons present in galaxies rather
than intracluster gas [15]. Recall that fgas enters squared
into the observable FX . In addition, the intrinsic X-ray
luminosity of the cluster (cf. Eq. 2) enters the amplitude
of the flux. These effects can all be combined into an am-
plitude factor A. This parameter must be marginalized
over; since we have ignored this up to now, cosmological
constraints from X-ray data will further weaken. Further-
more, uncertainties in A, as well as possible drifts with
redshift in its value, e.g. from evolving cluster or cluster
environment properties, generate systematic floors be-
yond which statistical improvement is cut off.
Marginalizing over the amplitude (which in principle
includes not only the astrophysical factors discussed pre-
viously, but the baryon density Ωb) blows up the uncer-
tainties on the cosmological parameters, especially Ωm
and wa. Without priors, one would have to measure
thousands of times as many clusters to obtain merely
σ(wa) < 1, and moreover ensure that systematics were
below the 0.2% level to allow these statistics. However,
if we understand “mass+gas” sufficiently to place a 10%
prior on the amplitude (assuming no redshift evolution),
the degradation diminishes to 24% in Ωm and 1% in wa.
If there is an evolution with redshift, we can attempt
to fit this with extra parameters if we know the func-
tional form (sometimes called self-calibration). Suppose
we guess A = A0(1+ z)
α. Even with A0 fixed, fitting for
α blows up beyond use the cosmological parameter deter-
mination. Imposing a further prior of σα = 0.25 restricts
the degradation to 41% on wa. Note that A0 basically
is degenerate with Ωm and α has strong degeneracy with
wa.
Given the necessity of priors on the astrophysical prop-
erties of clusters, we must worry about systematic un-
certainties, which will not be helped by simply obtain-
ing more clusters. If the amplitude factor A0 has a
systematic offset, then predominantly Ωm is biased, by
δΩm/σ(Ωm) = 0.73 (δA0/0.1). Another concern is as-
suming the wrong functional form necessary for self-
calibration. The simplest scenario is assuming, say, the
depletion factor b is universal, when in fact it has some
evolution ∼ (1 + z)c (note this will imply an evolution
in amplitude, with α = 2c). Figure 4 shows the rather
dramatic results of bias in the cosmological parameters
generated by an evolution as slow as c = ±0.25. (We
plot 1σ projected, or 39% confidence level, contours so
the biases can read off directly from projection to the
axes.) Such misestimated evolution can bias the true
cosmology by 3σ.
If we constrain the drift in b to 10% from z = 0 to
1 (the derivation of this from observations is entangled
with cosmology though), then c = 0.14, still producing
a large bias. In order to bias wa by less than 0.5 off the
true value, one requires c < 0.03. That is, b or any similar
amplitude factor must have its evolution constrained to
(1 + z)0.03. A similar result occurs if one self-calibrates
using an inexact evolutionary function – i.e. one must
know the answer beforehand for self-calibration to ob-
tain an accurate result. As mentioned in §III, there are
concerns about evolution of fgas from theory, simulations,
and observations [11, 12, 13].
Systematic uncertainties can also arise from population
drift, e.g. if there are multiple populations with different
baryon depletion factors, say, and population i is more
prevalent at low redshift and population j dominates at
5FIG. 4: Systematic uncertainties in X-ray cluster properties
can strongly bias the cosmological parameter estimation. Al-
lowing for a drift in the baryon depletion or galaxy contribu-
tion factors (see Eq. 6), for example, going with redshift as
(1+z)c can shift the derived cosmology (shown in each case by
x’s) by several standard deviations from the true cosmology
(given by the open triangle).
high redshift. Since these redshift dependent systematics
have a strong influence on wa, and the inherent sensitiv-
ity of the X-ray cluster baryon/gas mass fraction method
to wa is low (see Fig. 1), it appears unlikely that even
next generation X-ray cluster distances will provide ro-
bust constraints on dark energy properties.
To estimate in detail where the systematic floor lies for
this technique will require substantial understanding of
cluster mass+gas astrophysics. The possible systematics
identified include gas clumpiness, cluster asphericity, de-
parture from thermal equilibrium, departure from hydro-
static equilibrium, misidentification of the temperature
at the particular radius, dependence of cluster properties
(profile, concentration, etc.) on cosmology, nonuniversal-
ity of the gas fraction, baryon fraction, baryon depletion,
and galaxy baryon contribution, and redshift evolution
and demographic drift. Several of these enter the flux ob-
servable as the square. If comprehensive measurements
could limit the systematic uncertainties of the gas mass
fraction to 2% in each redshift bin of 0.1, and indepen-
dently restrict systematics in the distance to 2%, then
observations of a large sample of clusters can achieve
a 7% systematics floor on the cosmology quantity FX
in each bin. This requires challenging developments in
both theory and observations. The 10% accuracy we have
adopted in the large statistics limit is only slightly more
pessimistic. If we are more optimistic, then to achieve
determination σ(wa) < 0.5 we must limit systematics
below 0.7% on both the gas mass fraction and the dis-
tance. For a dispersion of 10% among individual clus-
ters, this requires a statistical sample of more than 3000
clusters out to z = 1.7. (Con-X may measure a few
hundred.) Combining the X-ray method with CMB, to
achieve σ(wa) < 0.5 requires 1% systematics and 1600
tightly characterized clusters.
V. CONCLUSION
We have considered the possibility of current and next
generation observations of X-ray clusters as cosmologi-
cal distance probes through the baryon/gas mass frac-
tion method. In current usage, assuming a cosmologi-
cal constant universe, this technique can provide tight
constraints on the matter density. Even with the next
generation Con-X observatory, and despite ignoring pos-
sible systematic uncertainties following the identified list
of assumptions, however, we find that such X-ray clus-
ter measurements do not provide a precision dark energy
probe. In addition, this technique does not have partic-
ularly good complementarity with other methods.
The non-Gaussianity of the relation of the observable
flux to the distance measure in the X-ray cluster distance
technique can cause bias in the cosmological model de-
rived. Systematic uncertainties in the astrophysical prop-
erties inherent in this geometry+mass+gas probe make
it rather challenging to obtain clean, robust results. In
particular, the flux amplitude factor (the cluster baryon
depletion factor etc.) is degenerate with determination
of the matter density, and uncorrected redshift evolution
or demographic drift has a severe effect on extraction of
the dark energy time variation. Rather, with the extraor-
dinary data delivered by Con-X we are likely to greatly
extend and deepen our knowledge of cluster properties
and evolution.
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